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Fresh air for 
combine-harvesters.

Made by Graepel:
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High performance needs clean air - a TUCANO 560 harvesting canola

Fresh air for the TUCANO.
With Graepel technology.

Graepel and CLAAS together 
develop the new rotary chaff 
screen for TUCANO and 
AVERO combine-harvesters.

Anyone who has ever tried to take a deep breath in a dusty 
environment is aware of how important clean air is. 
The human body only works optimally when fThe human body only works optimally when fresh air is availab-
le. The same applies to a combine-harvester engine. And as its 
field of application can be a pretty dry and dusty business, clea-
ning the air is a particularly important task. Without efficient 
cleaning, plant parts flying around and dust would cause heat 
accumulation after only a few minutes and destroy the engine. 
   

CLAAS and Graepel have been working together for decades. 
Graepel supplies rotary chaff screens for the TUCANO and 
AVERO series. Graepel has gathered specialist knowledge from 
this long partnership concerning the particular  requirements on 
harvesting equipment. It was therefore obvious to think about 
technical  improvements on the rotary chaff screen developed 
jointly with CLAAS and to optimise it in view of new manufactu-
ring options.ring options.
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Seaming instead of 
welding.

The rotary chaff screen of a TUCANO combine-harvester

Well designed  to the details: Belt drive and brush ring

August Lanfermann, Graepel Sales Manager, with the  rotary chaff 
screen in its previous welded version (on the right) and the new 
seamed version (on the left)

For a long time, Graepel has supplied only perforated plates that 
CLAAS then used for welding the actual rotary chaff screen. 
Later, complete spot-welded chaff screens came from Löningen.
The combination of new pThe combination of new production processes and the work of 
some Graepel engineers resulted in improved chaff screen 
design, with components no longer welded, but seamed. For 
this product, the cover and jacket are joined together by sea-
ming. In addition, the high number of centre star components 
are substituted by one single stamped and drawn part which 
again is joined to the jacket by seaming.

A good solution that even saves money.

The new design offers substantially improved true running ac-
curacy of less than one millimetre. Moreover, the optimised pro-
duction process allows a clear price reduction amounting to 
around 10%. Different chaff screen widths can be manufactured 
with only one tool.
The improvement of this essential combine-harvester compo-
nent which was initiated by Graepel proves impressively that 
supplier initiatives pay off and a technology partnership with 
CLAAS may lead to major further developments. According to 
Graepel  further projects are already in the planning stage.
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